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Abstract

By using Paradigm, it is possible to model cooperating processes and to make the com-

munication between these processes very clear. This report gives a formal description of

this modeling method using state-transition diagrams in order to model processes and

homomorphism's and interleavings in order to model the cooperation and synchroniza-

tion of the processes involved. Paradigm has been used successfully as the modeling

language of Socca, a software process modeling method.

1 Introduction

In this report the modeling method for parallel behaviour, Paradigm, will be introduced.

The name is an abbreviation for PARallelism, its Analysis, Design and Implementation by

a General Method. The Paradigm method has been developed at the Leiden University,

Department of Computer Science by Dr. Luuk Groenewegen in the period 1986-1991 [Groe].

In this original description of Groenewegen the method uses parallel decision processes for

modeling parallel phenomena. The description we present is simpli�ed and is based on

STD's .

By using Paradigm, we are able to model cooperating processes and the synchroniza-

tion of these processes. The processes in the model will be modeled by means of STD's.

Some of the most important extra notions in Paradigm are subprocess, traps and employee

process. We use homomorphisms and interleavings in order to synchronize the processes.

The main advantage of Paradigm is that it has the notion of subprocess, so we do not have

to synchronize on all the states, only on subsets of the states.

We will introduce the concepts of Paradigm by de�ning them, by discussing them very

briey and by illustrating them by means of a simple example.

2 State Transition Diagrams and Behaviour

We de�ne an STD's as a 5-tuple.

De�nition 1 A State Transition Diagram (STD) is a 5-tuple S=

(S;A; T; �; �). Here S is called the set of states, or the state space; A is called the set of

actions; T � S � A � S is the set of transitions. � � S is the set of starting states and

� � S is the set of �nal states.
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We will follow the usual graphical representation of an STD as a directed graph where

the nodes visualize the states and where the directed edges visualize the transitions. The

direction of an edge is from the state being the �rst coordinate of the transition towards

the state being the transition's third coordinate, and the labels of the edges are the actions,

being the transition's second coordinate. Although it is essential that this is a relation we

will use a functional notation: we will write T (s; a)= s0 instead of (s; a; s0) 2 T . As it may

happen, � and � can be chosen such that � = � = S implying that each state may occur as

starting state and also as �nal state.

A part of the real world that we want to model is called a process. A process can be

modeled by means of an STD, assuming that the behaviour of the process in the course of

time closely resembles the behaviour of the STD. To that aim the behaviour of an STD is

de�ned as follows.

De�nition 2 Given an STD S=(S;A; T; �; �) and a starting state s0 2 �, a behaviour of

S, starting in s0 is a sequence s0; a0; s1; a1; s2; a2; : : :

sn�1; an�1; sn; such that si 2 S, ai 2 A and (si; ai; si+1) 2 T with 0 � i � n�1. In addition,

any in�nite sequence s0; a0; s1; a1; : : : such that si 2 S, ai 2 A and (si; ai; si+1) 2 T with

i 2 No is called a behaviour of S starting in s0 too. A �nite behaviour s0; a0; s1; : : : sn is

called properly terminating if sn 2 � .

When the STD and the starting state are clear from the context, we just speak about a

behaviour. For a �xed starting state, an STD actually represents the set of the behaviours

starting in this starting state. In fact an STD represents a set of behaviours: the union of

the sets of behaviours starting in one of the starting states belonging to �.

We assume that a transition of a process takes a certain amount of time. Furthermore,

a process is in one state for a certain period. Therefore a state of an STD, can be described

as a transition from this state to itself, but we will not represent such a transition explicitly.

The reason for assuming that a process is in a state for a certain period is that there is some

activity in a state. However we assume that this activity will not involve activity as a result

of communication with other processes. These types of activities can only be modeled by

means of transitions.

The de�nitions will be illustrated with the following example. We will describe a meet-

ing of n people with one chairman. The participating people will be called Member, the

chairman will be called Chairman. The behaviours of these people are represented by the

graphs in Figure 1.

The Member process can be modelled as an STD S=(S;A; T; �; �). For each Member

the set of states, S, consists of the two states 1 and 2.

1 The Member is not speaking.

2 The Member is speaking.

There are two actions for each Member, the Member starts speaking and the Member

stops speaking. There are also two transitions for each Member: 1!2 and 2!1.

1!2 The Member starts speaking.

2!1 The Member stops speaking.
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Figure 1: A Meeting

Actions can be considered as the labels of the transitions. There is one starting state, state

1 in which the Member is not allowed to speak and this is also the �nal state. The behaviour

of a Member can be described by a sequence like 1, 1!2, 2, 2!1, 1, 1!2, 2 . . . ending in 1.

The Chairman can be modelled as an STD S=(S;A; T; �; �). For the Chairman the set

of states, S, consists of n+ 1 states: 0, 1 . . .n.

0 The Chairman is allowing no one to speak.

i The Chairman is allowing Member(i) to speak.

Between the states there are 2n transitions.

0!i The Chairman gives Member(i) permission to speak.

i!0 The Chairman withdraws Member(i)'s right to speak.

There are as many transitions as there are actions. There is one starting state, state 0

in which the Chairman does not allow any Member to speak and this is also the �nal state.

The behaviour of the Chairman can be described by a sequence like 0, 0!2, 2, 2!0, 0,

0!5, 5, 5!0, 0, 0!1, 1, . . . ending in 0.

3 Subprocesses and traps

Dependencies between processes imply that processes communicate with each other. In

general when a process P 1 is dependent on the behaviour of another process P 2 and no

communication has yet taken place, P 1 will be restricted in its behaviour from a certain

point on, until the communication has taken place. In our example the behaviour of a

Member will be restricted by the behaviour of the Chairman, e.g. in the sense that a Member

can only take the transition nonspeaking! speaking if the Chairman allows him/her to do

so. In Paradigm the restrictions of behaviour are modelled by means of subprocesses and

traps.

De�nition 3 A subprocess of an STD S=(S;A; T; �; �) is an STD

S 0=(S0; A0; T 0; �0; � 0) such that S0 � S, A0 � A and T 0 � T .
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Figure 2: An Active Member.

So a subprocess is a restriction of an STD to a, usually smaller, set of states and to

a usually smaller set of actions. Notice that from de�nition 1.1 we can infer that T 0 �

T \ (S0 �A0 � S0).

It is the task of a modeller to choose a subprocess such that it represents the relevant

restriction on the behaviours of an STD, as it is imposed by some other process.

The de�nition of subprocess will be illustrated with an extension of the example of the

Meeting. This second model features a re�nement of the Member process from the previous

situation, we do not have to extent the model of the Chairman yet. The new process will

be called the Active Member process.

For an Active Member the set of states, S, consists of three states

1 The Active Member is neither speaking nor expressing a wish to speak.

2 The Active Member is raising his/her �nger, indicating he/she wants to say something.

3 The Active Member is speaking.

There are four actions and these actions correspond with four transitions:

1!2 The Active Member raises his/her �nger.

2!3 The Active Member starts speaking.

3!2 The Active Member renounces from speaking (being interrupted by the Chairman),

but he or she immediately raises his/her �nger.

3!1 The Active Member stops speaking, either on his/her own free will or being inter-

rupted by the Chairman and does not raises his/her �nger again.

There is one starting state, state 1 and this is also the �nal state. The process is reected

Figure 2.

The Active Member Process can be divided for instance into three subprocesses, I, II

and III that are represented by their corresponding graphs in Figure 3. The rectangles in

the graphs are traps, this notion will be de�ned in the next de�nition.

I The Active Member has no permission to speak.

II The Active Member has permission to start speaking and to speak. Furthermore an

Active Member that is allowed to speak is also allowed to stop speaking by him/herself

4



III The Active Member's permission to speak is withdrawn. If the Active Member still

wants to say something and therefore raises his/her �nger the Active Member enters

state 2 takes, otherwise he/she ends in state 1.

After the Chairman has given an Active Member the right to speak, the Active Member

is in state 3 of subprocess II, the Chairman decides whether to allow this Active Member to

stop speaking by him/herself or to withdraw the right to speak from this Active Member.

In the �rst case the Active Member will enter subprocess state 1 of subprocess III, in the

second case he/she enters state 2 of subprocess III.

It is easily seen that a subprocess actually is a restriction of the original process' full

behaviour. In Paradigm we can model processes in which such a behaviour restriction is

(temporarely) prescribed by some other process.

The next Paradigm notion to discuss is the trap.

De�nition 4 A trap of a subprocess S 0=(S0; A0; T 0; �0; � 0) is a nonempty set of states

D � S0 such that (z; a; s) 2 T 0 for z 2 D implies s 2 D. If two di�erent traps D and

E of the same subprocess have the property D � E these traps are called nested; D is called

the inner trap of the two, and E is called the outer trap of the two. If D = S0 then the trap

is called trivial, otherwise the trap is called nontrivial

So a trap is a part of a subprocess' state space that cannot be left given the behavioural

restriction of this subprocess. Therefore entering a trap serves as a criterion for marking an

irrevocable step within the subprocess' behaviour. By entering a trap a subprocess expresses

the whish to enter another subprocess.

It is the task of a modeller to choose a trap such that entering it marks a relevant

point of no return in subprocess' behaviour, to be indicated by some message sent by this

subprocess. In fact the message will be sent by the STD of which this subprocess is a

restriction. Note that the point of no return is relative to the subprocess only; as soon as

the STD starts behaving according to the restriction of a di�erent subprocess, the trap can

be left according to the new behaviour restriction.

In our example we have chosen the trap of subprocess I is the set f2g. In this trap the

Active Member has raised his/her �nger, marking its readiness to start speaking. The set

f1,3g is a trap of subprocess II, as in these states the Active Member is allowed speak, to

stop speaking by him/herself and to have stopped speaking. The set f1g is an innertrap

trap of subprocess II, as in this state the Active Member has stopped speaking and will not

be allowed to speak again unless he/she raises his/her �nger again. The sets f1g and f2g

are the traps of subprocess III, the meaning of these traps have been described already as

I

q 1 - q2

II

q1

q 3

2q
�
�
�

��

	6

III

q1 q2

q 3 �

66

Figure 3: Subprocesses of an Active Member
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traps of the subprocesses I and II. It is also possible that a subprocess has more than one

state in a trap but this is not the case in our example.

De�nition 5 Let Si=(Si; Ai; T i; �i; � i) and Sj=(Sj ; Aj ; T j; �j ; � j) be two subprocesses of

the same STD. A trap D of Si is called a connecting trap from Si to Sj if D � Si \ Sj.

Such a connecting trap D will often be written as a triple (Si, D, Sj). Si is called the

source of the connecting trap D, Sj is called the destination of the connecting trap D.

In our example we have the following connecting traps

(I,f2g,II), (II,f1g,I), (II,f1,3g,III), (III,f1g,I), (III,f2g,II).

4 Employee interfaces

De�nition 6 Let S=(S;A; T; �; �) be an STD and let P= fSig be a set of subprocesses of

S, with Si = (Si; Ai; T i; �i; � i), 1 � i � n, n 2 N then the set P is called a partition of S

if it satis�es the following properties:

1. each state from S occurs in at least one Si;

2. each action from A occurs in at least one Ai,

3. each transition from T occurs in at least one T i.

Notice that the third property implies the second. In our example is P=fI, II, IIIg a

partition of the process Active Member.

De�nition 7 Let S=(S;A; T; �; �) be an STD with partition P = fSig. A set C is called a

trapstructure of S and P i� each element of C is of the form (Si, D, Sj) where Si, Sj2 P

and D is a connecting trap (Si, D, Sj) from Si to Sj.

A trapstructure of the Active Member process and partition P is the collection of connecting

traps as we gave it in the previous paragraph.

C= (I,f2g,II), (II,f1g,I), (II,f1,3g,III), (III,f1g,I), (III,f2g,II).

In this case, the trapstructure is the same as the collection connecting traps, described

in the previous paragraph. A trapstructure is always associated with a partition, a col-

lection connecting traps not necessarily. Notice that a subset of a trapstructure is also a

trapstructure.

De�nition 8 Let S=(S;A; T; �; �) be an STD with partition P=fSig and trapstructure

C= f(Si, D, Sj)g. The employee interface E associated with (S, P, C) is the STD S 0=

(S0; A0; T 0; �0; � 0) with S0 being the set of subprocesses belonging to the partition P, with A0

being the set of traps D belonging to the trapstructure C and T 0= C. The set of starting

states �0 is a set of subprocesses Si that contain at least one starting state of S. The

set of �nal states � 0 is a set of subprocesses Si that contain at least one �nal state of

S. The process S=(S;A; T; �; �) to wich a employee interface is associated is called the

corresponding employee process.

6
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Figure 4: The employee interface of an Active Member

We will illustrate this concept also with our example of an Active Member. Let S=(S;A; T; �; �)

be the process of the Active Member with partition P=fI, II, IIIg and trapstructure C as

described above. The employee interface E associated with (S, P, C) is the STD S 0=

(S0; A0; T 0; �0; � 0) with S0 being the set of subprocesses belonging to the partition, so fI, II,

IIIg and with A0 being the set of traps D belonging to the trapstructure C and T 0= C. We

choose as the collection of starting states fIg, this is a subprocess that contains the only

starting state of the process Active Member. As the set of �nal states we also choose the

set fIg.

Figure 4 shows the employee interface associated with the (Active Member, P, C).

It shows clearly the transitions that are possible between the subprocesses of an Active

Member. All the transitions are labelled with the corresponding connecting trap belonging

to the trapstructure C.

De�nition 9 Let S=(S;A; T; �; �) be an STD with partition P=fSig and trapstructure C=

f(Si, D, Sj)g. Let E be the employee interface associated with (S, P, C). Then a global

behaviour of the STD S is a behaviour of the associated employee interface E

So the global behaviour of an Active Member is a sequence S0, D0, S1, D1, S2, D2 : : :

where for i 2 No each S
i is a subprocess of the S, where each Di is a trap from Si to Si+1,

and where the state space of S0 contains at least one starting state from �.

A global behaviour serves as a view on a STD's behaviour from outside that STD; the

view is taken, as it were, from a viewpoint this STD is communicating with, at least as far

as the communication is concerned with respect to the STD's subprocesses and traps.

From Figure 4 we can construct three di�erent and relevant subsequences of such global

behaviour for an Active Member:

1. I, f2g, II, f1g, I

2. I, f2g, II, f1; 3g, III, f1g, I

3. I, f2g, II, f1; 3g, III, f2g, II, f1; 3g, III, ..

The �rst global behaviour has the following interpretation. An Active Member starts

in subprocess I in which he/she is not allowed to speak. Subprocess II can be entered

after the Active Member has entered trap f2g of subprocess I, in which he/she has raised

his/her �nger. In subprocess II the Active Member is allowed to speak and in trap f1,3g

the Active Member has permission to speak or to stop speaking. If the Active Member then

has �nished speaking, he/she has entered the inner trap f1g.

7



In the second global behaviour an Active Member starts of course also in subprocess I

and enters subprocess II after the Active Member has entered trap f2g of subprocess I. If

in subprocess II the Active Member is in state 3 of trap f1,3g, the permission to speak can

be withdrawn although the Active Member has not �nished speaking. This is indicated by

the transition to subprocess III. If the Active Member has entered trap f1g in subprocess

III which indicates the Active Member does not want to continue to speak, subprocess I

will be entered.

The beginning of the third global behaviour is the same as the behaviour of the second

on. If in subprocess III the Active Member again raises his/her �nger, reected by entering

trap f2g in subprocess III, a transition from subprocess III to subprocess II can take place.

After this the Active Member can enter III again and after subprocess III subprocess II

can be described again. So in the third global behaviour the subprocesses II and III can

alternate for a certain period, and this will end in subprocess I.

From the description it is clear, that another entity is involved that restricts the be-

haviour of the Active Member. This entity, that can give permission to speak or to withdraw

this permission will be a type of chairman. Later we will give a precise description of this

chairman process. This will not only make clear how this process controls the behaviour of

one Active Member, but also, how it controls the behaviour of several Active Members in

one meeting.

5 Homomorphisms and employment complexes

De�nition 10 LetM be an STD (S1; A1; T1; �1; �1) and let N be an STD (S2; A2; T2; �2; �2).

A homomorphism from M to N is a combination of two mappings

1. �s: S1! S2,

2. �a: A1! A2,

such that

1. �s (�1) � �2,

2. �s (�1) � �2,

3. all mappings are total on their domains and

4. if (x; a; y) 2 T1, then (�s(x), �a(a), �s(y)) 2 T2.

� is denoted as (�s,�a).

In order to illustrate a homomorphism we need to have two STD's. In our example we

have an Active Member process and we will now present a process for a related chairman.

We will call this process Chairman for One Active Member, abbreviated to COAM. Later

we will extend this model to a Chairman for n Active Members.

The process Chairman for One Active Member is reected in Figure 10. A precise

description of this process is given by means of the following states:

A The COAM is not allowing the Active Member to speak.

B The COAM is allowing the Active Member to start speaking.

8
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C The COAM has withdrawn the right to speak from the Active Member.

There are �ve actions and �ve transitions:

A ! B The COAM gives the Active Member permission to speak.

B ! A The COAM withdraws the right to speak from the Active Member, he/she was

ready.

B ! C The COAM is withdraws the permission to speak from the Active Member.

C ! A The COAM has withdrawn the right to speak from the Active Member and the

Active Member has indicated he/she has �nished speaking.

C ! B The COAM allows the Active Member again to speak.

The only starting state of process COAM is A, this is also the �nal state

In order to illustrate the de�nition of homomorphism, we will give a homomorphisme

from the COAM to the employee interface of the Active Member, so not directly to the

Active Member. This will in general be the situation: a homomorphisme will be de�ned

from a certain STD to the employee interface of another STD, this employee interface is of

course also an STD.

Let M be the STD (S1; A1; T1; �1; �1) that represents the COAM and let N be the

employee interface E associated with (S, P, C), where S is the STD that represents the

process Active Member, P=fI, II, IIIg, the partition of the Active Member as we de�ned

it in the previous paragraph and let the trapstructure also be as we de�ned it there,

C=(I,f2g,II), (II,f1g,I), (II,f1,3g,III), (III,f1g,I), (III,f2g,II).

As we explained, the employee interface associated with (S, P, C) is the STD S 0=

(S0; A0; T 0; �0; � 0) with S0 being the set of subprocesses belonging to the partition P and

with A0 being the set of traps D belonging to the trapstructure C and T 0= C. The set of

starting states �0 is fIg, which is also the only �nal state. The homomorphism from M to

N is the combination of two mappings

1. �s: S1 ! S0, being

�s (A)= I

�s (B)= II

�s (C)= III

2. �a: A1! A0, being

9



�a(A ! B)=f2g

�a(B ! A)=f1g

�a(B ! C)=f1,3g

�a(C ! A)=f1g

�a(C ! B)=f2g

Notice that

1. �s (�1) � �2 as �
s(�1)= �s(A) = I � �2

2. �s (�1) � �2, as �
s(�1)=�

s(A)=I � �2.

3. all mappings are total on their domains and

4. if (x; a; y) 2 T1, then (�s(x), �a(a), �s(y)) 2 T2.

This last point means that if (A, A!B, B)2 T1, then (I,f2g,II) 2 T2.

A homomorphism can be expressed graphically by a so called labelling function that

labels each state and transition of the manager process with the values of the homomor-

phism. To this aim the graph of the left part of the homomorphism is extended with the

images of the homomorphism: the images of the states are the indicated subprocesses of the

associated employee process and the images of the actions are the traps of the trapstructure.

The homomorphism from the COAM to the employee interface of the Active Member is

reected in Figure 6

rA=I -f2g�f1g rB=II

rC=III

?f1,3g

6
f2g

�

6
f1g

Figure 6: The homomorphisme from COAM to an Active Member

De�nition 11 Let S=(S;A; T; �; �) be an STD with partition P=fSig and trapstructure

C= f(Si,D, Sj)g. Let E be the employee interface associated with (S;P; C). An STD M=

(S;A; T; �; �) is called a Manager Process for S if there exist a homomorphism � from M

to E.

So the Chairman for One Active Member is a manager process for the Active Member

because there is a homomorphism from COAM to the employee interface associated with

the Active Member, its partition P and trapstructure C .

De�nition 12 Let S=(S;A; T; �; �) be an STD with partition P and trapstructure C. Let

E be the employee interface associated with (S, P, C) and let M be a manager process for

S. Then the quadruple Q=(S, E, M, �) is called an Employment Complex

10



The quadruple Q=(S, E , M, �) with S being the STD that represents the Active Member,

P=fI, II, IIIg the partition of the Active Member as we de�ned it in the previous paragraph,

let C be also as we de�ned it there and E its employee interface associated with (S, P, C).

LetM represent the COAM process, and � de�ned as above, then quadruple Q=(S, E ,M,

�) is an example of an Employment Complex.

The next two de�nitions emphasize the strong dependency between the manager and its

related employee process in an employment complex. An employee process can only take

a transition if this transition is permitted by the manager in the state where this manager

now is. Also a manager can only take actions if the related employee is in a state that

permits this transition.

De�nition 13 Given an employment complex Q= (S, E,M, �). A transition t=(si,a,si+1)

of S, is permitted by M in state p if the transition t=(si,a,si+1) is in subprocess �s(p).

So a transition t=(si,a,si+1)of an Active Member is permitted by the manager process

COAM in state p if this transition is in subprocess �s(p). For example the transition 1! 2

of the Active Member is permitted by COAM in state A as �A=I and the transition is

in subprocess I. This transition is however not permitted by COAM in state B, as �B=II

and transition 1 ! 2 is not part of subprocess II. We will say that a manager prescribes

subprocess S0 in state A if �s(A)=S0. The behaviour of the employee is then restricted to

this subprocess.

De�nition 14 Given an employment complex Q=(S, E,M, �). A transition t=(si,a,si+1)

of M is permitted by the employee in state s if s2 �a(a).

So, a transition t=(si,a,si+1) of the COAM is permitted by the Active Member process

in state s if s 2 �a(a). For example the transition A ! B of the COAM is permitted by

the Active Member in state 2 if 2 2 �a. This is true because �a =f2g. This transition of

the COAM is however not permitted by the Active Member if this active Member is not in

this trap. An employee permits a transition t=(si,a,si+1) of the manager if the employee is

in the trap �a(a).

In Paradigm we want to be able to make models in which one STD is the manager

process of several other participating STD's. This is possible if there exist homomorphisms

from this manager process to all these participating STD's. The manager process, together

with the participating STD's it is a manager process for and the homomorphisms is called

an Extended Employment Complex. Here is the precise de�nition.

De�nition 15 Let Si=(Si; Ai; Ti; �i; �i) be a set of STD's, 1 � i � n, n 2 N . Let each

STD Si have a partition Pi=fSi
jg and trapstructure Ci= f(Si

j,Di, Si
j+1)g. Let E i be

the employee interface associated with (Si, Pi, Ci). An STD M= (S;A; T; �; �) is called

an Extended Manager Process i� it is a Manager Process for all Si. The (3n + 1)-tuple

Q=(S1, S2, : : :, Sn, E1, E2, : : :, En, M, �1, �2,: : :, �n) is called an Extended Employment

Complex.

We will illustrate this concept again with the example of the meeting. Until now we

had only one Active Member participating in the meeting, which is not a very realistic

situation. Now we assume there are n Active Members Si=(Si; Ai; Ti; �i; �i), 1 � i � n,

n 2 N , all having the same STD's Si, having partition Pi= fIi, IIi, IIIig and trapstructure

Ci=(Ii,f2gi,IIi), (IIi,f1gi,Ii), (IIi,f1,3gi,IIIi), (IIIi,f1gi,Ii), (IIIi,f2gi,IIi).
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Figure 7: The Chairman for n Active Members

We will give a model for a chairman that is able to coordinate a meeting with several, say

n, Active Members. This process will be called Chairman for n Active Members, abbreviated

to CNAM

This CNAM process is shown in Figure 7. The left part represents the behaviour of

the CNAM towards Active Member(1) and in the right part the behaviour of the CNAM

towards Active Member(n) is represented. The state in the center, state A represents

the situation were none of the Active Members are allowed to speak. This �gure has to

be interpreted as being extended with similar parts, each part representing the behaviour

towards one Active Member. As the Chairman will only allow one Active Member at the

time to speak, say Active Member(k), the CNAM will be in a state belonging to the part

of the �gure that corresponds to the Active Member(k). All the other Active Members will

not be allowed to speak.

Figure 7 is an extension of �gure 4 in the sense that it repeats it for all the n Active

Members although not all the states are represented in the �gure. There are 2 states for all

the n Active Members and one central state, so 2n+ 1 di�erent states.

A precise description of the Chairman for n Active Members is given by means of the

following states and transitions:

A The CNAM is not allowing any Active Member(i) to speak, 1 � i � n

iB The CNAM is allowing Active Member(i) to start speaking.

iC The CNAM has withdrawn the right to speak from Active Member(i).

The actions and transitions are:

A! iB The CNAM gives only Active Member(i) the permission to speak.

iB ! A The CNAM withdraws the right to speak from the Active Member(i), he/she was

ready.

iB ! iC The CNAM withdraws the right to speak from the Active Member(i).

iC ! A The CNAM has withdrawn the right to speak from Active Member and this Active

Member has indicated has indicated he/she has �nished speaking.

12
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Figure 8: The homomorphisme from CNAM to the n Active Members

iC ! iB The CNAM allows the Active Member(i) again to speak

The starting state of CNAM is A, this is also the �nal state. We can now de�ne the n

homomorphisms from CNAM to the n Active Members.

The homomorphism from CNAM to the n Active Members is the combination of two

mappings

1. �s1, �
s

2, : : :, �
s

n: S ! S0
1, S

0
2, : : :, S

0
n

�s1, �
s

2, : : :, �
s

n (A)= I1, I2, : : :, In

�s1, �
s

2, : : :, �
s

n
(iB)= I1, I2, : : :, IIi, : : :, In

�s1, �
s

2, : : :, �
s

n (iC)= I1, I2, : : :, IIIi, : : :, In

2. �a: A1! A0
1,A

0
2,: : :,A

0
n
being

�a1, �
a

2, : : :, �
a

n
(A ! iB)=f2gi

�a1, �
a

2, : : :, �
a

n (iB ! A)=f1gi

�a1, �
a

2, : : :, �
a

n
(iB ! iC)=f1,3gi

�a1, �
a

2, : : :, �
a
n (iC ! A)=f1gi

�a1, �
a

2, : : :, �
a
n (iC ! iB)=f2gi

The labelling function for our model is reected in Figure 8. This is an extension of the

graph reected in Figure 7 as now the states are labelled with the subprocesses that are

described for the Active Members and the transitions are labelled with the relevant traps.

The interpretation of the labels of the states is as follows:

A The CNAM is not allowing any Active Member(i) to speak, 1 � i � n All Active

Members are restricted in their behaviour to subprocess I.

iB The CNAM is only allowing Active Member(i) to start speaking. For this Active

Member subprocess IIi is prescribed, for the other Active Members subprocess I is

still prescribed.

13



iC The right to speak has been withdrawn from Active Member(i). Subprocess IIIi is

prescribed for this Active Member(i), subprocess I for the others.

The interpretation of the labels of the transitions is as follows:

A! iB The CNAM gives only Active Member(i) the permission to speak. This transition

can only be made if Active Member(i) is in trap f2gi of subprocess Ii.

iB ! A If the Active Member(i) is in trap f1gi of subprocess IIi, a transition to subprocess

Ii is possible. The CNAM withdraws the right to speak from the Active Member(i),

he/she was ready.

iB ! iC The CNAM is withdraws the right to speak from the Active Member(i). This

transition can only be made if the Active Member(i) is in the trap f1,3gi of subprocess

IIi.

iC ! A After the Active Member(i) has entered trap f1gi in subprocess IIIi, a transition of

the Active Member(i) to subprocess Ii is possible. This indicates the Active Member

has indicated he/she has �nished speaking, the CNAM withdraws the right to speak

from this Active Member.

iC ! iB If the Active Member(i) is in trap f2gi of subprocess IIIi, a transition to subpro-

cess IIi is possible. The CNAM allows the Active Member(i) again to speak.

Although we only gave a description of the meaning of the traps in relation to Active

Member(i), it will be clear how this can be extended to the other Active Members. We

have given now an example of an Extended Employment Complex.

6 Transition/state mixes and interleavings

De�nition 16 A transition/state mix � over a number of STD's S1,..., Sn starting in

s01; :::; s0n is a sequence of transitions and states r1, r2, : : :, rk where each ri is a transition

or a state in one of the Si's, 1 � i � n, n 2 N .

An example of a transition/state mix over the STD's An Active Member and the Chairman

for One Active Member is �1 = A;(A!B),1,A,(2!3),B,(B!C), 3,(B!A),(2!1),2,(B!C)

De�nition 17 Let � = r1, r2, : : :, rk be a transition/state mix over the STD's S1,: : :,

Sn starting in s01; :::; s0n. A projection of � over S1,..., Sn on Si, � # Si is the part of

the sequence that consists of all transitions and states from Si and no transitions or states

belonging to other STD's. Let I be a set of numbers i such that 1 � i � n, n 2 N . A

projection of � over S1,..., Sn on SI , �#SI is the part of the sequence that consists of all

transitions and states from Si, i 2 I and no transitions or states belonging to other STD's.

The two projections of the transition/state mix �1 are

1. �1#SAnActiveMember= 1,(2!3),3,(2!1)2

2. �1#SCOAM= A,(A!B),A,B,(B!C),(B!A),(B!C)

De�nition 18 Transition/state mix � over STD's S1; :::;Sn starting in s1; :::; sn is a canon-

ical transition/state mix i� all projections � # Si are behaviour of STD Si, 1 � i � n,

n 2 N .
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The above given transition/state mix �1 is not a canonical transition mix, even both pro-

jections do not represent behaviour. The next transition mix,

�2=A,(A!B),1,(1!2),B,2,(2!3),3,(3!2), (B!C),C,(C!B),2,(2!1)is canonical as its two

projections are behaviours of the corresponding STD's.

1. �2#S AnActiveMember= 1,(1!2),2,(2!3),3,(3!2),2,(2!1)

2. �2#S COAM=A,(A!B),B,(B!C),C,(C!B)

De�nition 19 Let �= r1, : : :,rk be a canonical transition/state mix over the STD's S1; :::;Sn
starting in s01; :::; s0n. Suppose ri is a transition, being ti The state of Sj before the execu-

tion of transition ti is de�ned as follows in an inductive way:

1. the state of Sj before the execution of t1 is s0j

2. the state of Sj before the execution of tk is ( k > 1)

(a) the state of Sj before the execution of tk if rk�1 is a state of Sj

(b) s0 if rk�1is a transition (s0; a; s) belonging to Sj

(c) the state of Sj before rk�1 if rk�1 is not a transition or state of Sj

So in transition mix �2

1. the state of COAM before the execution of transition (C!B) is C, due to rule (2a)

2. the state of COAM before the execution of transition (2!3) is B due to rule (2c)and(2a)

3. the state of COAM before the execution of transition (A!B) is A due to rule (1)

4. the state of the Active Member before the execution of transition (C!B) is 3 due to

rule (2c) and (2b)

5. the state of the Active Member before the execution of transition (2!3) is 2 due to

rule (2a)

6. the state of the Active Member before the execution of transition (1!2) is 1 due to

rule (1)

De�nition 20 Given an employment complex Q=(S,E,M,�). Let � = r1, : : :,rk, be a

canonical transition/state mix over the STD's S and M starting in s01; s0m. � is an inter-

leaving over S and M i� for all transitions tk in � the following conditions are satis�ed:

1. if tk is a transition in S and p is the state of the manager M before transition tk then

the transition must be permitted by M in state p

2. if tk is a transition inM and s is the state of the employee S before transition tk then

the transition must be permitted by S in state s.

To illustrate this concept of interleaving we will �rst show that the canonical transition

mix �2=A,(A!B),1,(1!2),B,2,(2!3),3,(3!2),(B!C),C,(C!B),2,(2!1) is not an inter-

leaving. To this aim we have to check if all the transitions are permitted. The �rst transition

is already not permitted as (A!B) is only allowed if the state of the Active Member before

this transition, so the only starting state of the Active Member, being state 1 2 �a(A!B)
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but �a (A!B)= 2. Therefore this transition is not permitted and so �2 is not an interleav-

ing.

We will now have a closer look at the �rst global behaviour as we described it in section

1.4. The �gure on the next page a parallel execution of the processes COAM and an active

member is given. We will see which interleavings of these processes are permitted.
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r 1 r (1!2) r 2 r (2!3) r

r A r (A!B) rB r (B!C) r

! time

Figure 9: A Parallel description of COAM and An Active Member

In the next explanation we use the abbreviation M for the Chairman and E for the

Active Member.

1. Interleaving 1,A,(1!2),(A!B) is not permitted. Transition (1!2) is permitted by

M, if M allows this transition in the state before the execution of this transition. The

state of M before the transition is state A and �s(A)=I. So (1!2)2 I transition is

permitted. But transition (A!B) is not permitted by E in this interleaving, as the

state before the execution of this transition is state 1 and 1 62 �a(A!B)=2, therefore

the transition is not permitted.

2. Interleaving 1, A, (A!B), (1!2), is also not permitted. As transition (A!B) is not

permitted by E, as the state before the execution of this transition is state 1 and 1

not 2 �a(A!B)=2.

3. Interleaving 1,A,(1!2),2,(A!B),B,(B!C)is not permitted. Transition (B!C)is per-

mitted by E, if E allows this transition in the state before the execution of this tran-

sition. The state of E before the transition however is state 2 and �s(B!C)=f1,3g.

In the interleaving there should be a 3 before the transition (B!C).

4. Interleaving 1,A,(1!2),2,(A!B),B,(2!3),3, (B!C) is permitted. Transition (2!3)is

permitted by M, if M allows this transition in the state before the execution of this

transition. The state of M before the transition is state B, �s(B)=II and 2!3 in II.

Transition (B!C)is permitted by E, if E allows this transition in the state before

the execution of this transition. The state of E before the transition is state 3 and

�s(B!C)=f1,3g.
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r 1 r (1!2) r 2 r (2!3) r 3 r (3!1) r

r A r (A!B) r B r (B!C) r

! time

Figure 10: A second parallel description of COAM and An Active Member

This description corresponds to the interleaving 1, A, (1!2),2,(A!B),B,(2!3),3, (B!C),(2!3)

that was permitted as we saw above. Two remarks:

1. It makes no di�erence whether the interleaving starts with 1,A or A,1

2. after state 3 it makes no di�erence whether �rst transition (B!C) takes place or

transition(2!3). In fact they can happen at the very same moment: Transition(B!C)is

allowed as the state of E before this transition is 3 and �s(B!C)=f1,3g. Transition(3!1)is

allowed as the state of M before this transition is B, �s(B)=II and (3!1)2 II.
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